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Want To Improve the Value of Your Company Up to 5x Without Borrowing a Dime? 
A Study on Lower Middle Market Company Valuation Sensitivities 
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There has long been speculation among business owners and their advisors over how to place a 
value on privately held companies. Now, newly developed business valuation models which 
replicate historical buyer experience sheds some light on the topic and provides some very 
interesting insights into value creation opportunities for current business owners and potential 
buyers. Historical benchmarking data even in an old line manufacturing industry like the 
Commercial Print space indicates that while some savvy business owners are already starting to 
demonstrate progress in moving up the value curve, there is still significant upside in the future 
without requiring acquisition or other unscheduled investment. 
 
If you are a potential seller, this provides some perspective on ways to fix up the business before 
entering into a sale process and if you are buyer it illustrates a classic way to buy low and sell 
high without pouring more money into the investment to make it happen. It takes good advice, 
dedicated effort and time (perhaps 2-3 years) to achieve the desired result, but the investment in 
operating processes and other characteristics of the business can be self-funded if you have a 
company generating at least $2 million in annual revenue at average industry margins. 
 
Over the last two years, valuations have increased primarily due to increased efficiencies driven 
by owners trying to survive the great recession resulting in improved operating margin, but the 
real opportunity for an owner is to move up the value chain from one value category to another. 
This is like the movement of several different vehicles each having its own medium to navigate 
through, environmental conditions to deal with and speed it can accomplish. The figure below 
provides a characterization of the magnitude of four different levels of business value for a 
company starting at the bottom of the hierarchy: 
	  
A Below Average Company: Essentially a 
company under water. Not unlike a submarine. It 
is still alive and able to navigate from one 
position to another but it has limited visibility 
and its speed is impacted by all the fluid around 
it. It shares its environment with other 
submerged species that thrive in this space. The 
vehicle is not particularly efficient in getting 
from one point to another and has to surfaced for 
air occasionally to survive. 
 
An Average Company: It’s above water, can 
move without a great deal of effort from one 
position to another by adjusting the sails but 
requires tacking to get to its desired location due 
to external elements that influence it like wind  

Figure	  1:	  Relative	  Differences	  Between	  
Privately	  Held	  Companies	  with	  Various	  Levels	  

Of	  Value	  Achievement	  
	  

	  

speed and direction. The craft requires a knowledgeable captain to instruct a crew on what to do 
but pretty much has to go with the flow as efficiently as possible. 
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A Profit Leader: Is a company who knows where it’s going, can get there quickly, has a highly 
trained pilot and is a product of considerable design, investment and support. There are 
sophisticated, guidance systems that help with visibility, navigation and maneuvering through 
difficult competitive environments. 
A Value Leader: Essentially a company that operates in the stratosphere. Its pilot is not a single 
person but a team of experts that communicate with the vehicle effectively through instruments 
as it travels at incredible speeds in its well defined orbit. It has all the gadgets to monitor critical 
performance indicators important to diagnosing problems before they become major issues. 
 
Moving up the Chain 
 
So how does an owner move up the value scale from being an average company, to a Profit 
Leader, to a Value Leader? How long does it take and what kind of investment is involved?  
 
Step 1: Getting to average performance. A company operating at below average margins or 
under water typically has something fundamentally wrong with product cost, product 
quality/service, leadership (management), pricing and/or service offerings. In many ways, getting 
to an average performance level requires an understanding of what is wrong (The What) and how 
to deal with it (The How). Doing the “Right things” and doing “Things right” are keys to getting 
above water and starting to become more efficient. Benchmarking the details of the under-
performing company against other, like businesses, often provides some clues as to where to 
prioritize the attention.  However, doing things right often requires a fresh perspective, industry 
experience and often the organization’s willingness to change, especially if it means change of 
company culture. When something is fundamentally wrong, continuing to do it the same way is a 
sure path to a company fire-sale. In the long-run, the issue becomes the owner’s willingness to 
change in order to survive versus sinking deeper under water as competitive pressures increase. 
Recent data presented in the annual ratio studies by NAPL provides good perspective on the 
financial performance of 248 industry participants. The data is segmented into comparisons of 
average industry performers and high profit performers across a broad segment sizes and can be 
quite helpful in identifying areas business owners can explore for improvement. 
 
Step 2. Going from an Average Company to a Profit Leader. In general, there are four major 
factors that contribute to achieving margins in the top quartile of the industry: 
 

• Customer value based pricing 
• Optimizing product and customer mix 
• Constant Cost Reduction 
• Business Process Optimization. 

 
Many owners consider the first three as a matter of course in managing their businesses but often 
are not aware of the value re-engineering administrative and production processes can have on 
quality, cycle time and efficiency of the business. Management, customers and products change 
but processes have not always evolved in an efficient way. There are significant gains that come 
from improving under-performing functions and assets as well as efficiencies in doing both the 
right things and doing things right. 
 
The figure below illustrates the kinds of improvement that a good Business Process Optimization 
effort can produce over a two-year period. Customer value based pricing, optimizing product and 
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customer mix, constant cost reduction and business process optimization is the gateway to 
running a tight ship and profit leadership.  
 
 
 

Figure	  2:	  Improvements	  Available	  Through	  Business	  Process	  Optimization	  

 
 Source: R2D3 BP Opt experience 
 
Step 3: Becoming a Value Leader. The last step in the value enhancement process for an owner is 
focusing on those things that impact the value in the eyes of a potential buyer. Yes, size and 
profitability are important, but there are other factors that need to be considered as well (usually 
done during due diligence.) Buying a home is an emotional experience but buying a business is 
an investment decision. Here the focus is not only on size, margin and efficiency, but on the risks 
involved in creating a stream of profits that can be counted on to generate the return for what is 
invested. Investors have lots of options for where to invest their money and the money is going 
to go to the places that provide the best return for the least risk. 
 
There are a number of simple ways to characterize value for a business, including multiples of: 
Sales, Pre-Tax Operating Profit, Cash Flow, Earnings Before Interest, Taxes, Depreciation and 
Amortization (EBITDA) or Seller’s Discretionary Earnings (all of which can be adjusted for 
particular nuances of how the owner is managing the financial statements). For purposes of this 
discussion, we will focus on a multiple of Pre-Tax Operating Income. 
 
Reducing the risks involved with generating a future stream of operating profits for a company is 
what gives rise to higher valuation multiples for lower middle-market privately held companies 
and take a Profit Leader from a valuation that is a 3X multiple of operating income to a Value 
Leader with a 5X multiple.  
 
Most investment models consider at least eight areas that contribute to becoming a Value Leader. 
Each has a number of additional dimensions and levels that give it character and better 
definition. The chart below shows the sensitivity of one valuation model developed by John 
Warrillow, author of “Built to Sell,” specifically focused on the manufacturing industry. This 
model is based on input from over 835 privately held business owners who have received offers 
for their companies in the period from Q3’12 – Q1’14. There are even more sophisticated models 
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that have been built by others using other underlying metrics such as free cash flow and 
EBITDA, but they all consider the risks of a private company investment as a key component in 
one form or another. The value model used in this study includes variability around 25 different 
components contained in the first eight major categories below. (The complete analysis is 
available upon request.) 
 

Figure	  5:	  Sample	  Value	  Generating	  Elements	  for	  Privately	  Held	  Companies	  
No.	   Category	   Avg.	  Company	   Profit	  Leader	   Value	  Leader	  
1.	   Financial	  Performance	   Annual	  Sales	  $10-‐20	  Mil	  

&	  OP	  Margins	  @	  1.5-‐3.5%	  
Annual	  Sales	  $10-‐@0	  Mil	  
&	  OP	  Margins	  >	  9%	  

Annual	  Sales	  $10-‐20	  Mil	  	  
&	  OP	  Margins	  >	  9%	  

2.	   Growth	  &	  Scalability	   Grow	  at	  GDP	   Grow	  at	  GDP	   Grow	  Faster	  than	  GDP	  
3.	   Concentration	  Issues	   16-‐25%	  Rev	  from	  Largest	  

Customer	  	  
16-‐25%	  Rev	  from	  Largest	  
Customer	  	  

<15%	  Rev	  from	  Largest	  
Customer	  	  

4.	   Asset	  Management	   Excess	  Cash	  can	  support	  
Growth	  

Excess	  Cash	  can	  support	  
Growth	  

Can	  Pay	  regular	  dividends	  
and	  still	  Grow	  

5.	   Recurring	  Revenue	   26-‐50%	  of	  Revenue	   26-‐50%	  of	  Revenue	   >50%	  of	  Revenue	  
6.	   Competitive	  Barriers	   Customized	  Products	  with	  

some	  competition	  
Customized	  Products	  
with	  some	  competition	  

Unique	  Offerings	  with	  
competitors	  hard	  to	  find	  

7.	   Customer	  Satisfaction	   >75%	  very	  satisfied	   >75%	  very	  satisfied	   100%	  Referral	  Rate	  
8.	   Management	  Team	   Business	  would	  suffer	  a	  

lot	  w/o	  owner	  for	  3	  
months	  

Business	  would	  suffer	  a	  
lot	  w/o	  owner	  for	  3	  
months	  

Team	  in	  place	  with	  long-‐
term	  incentives.	  Minimal	  
setback	  if	  owner	  out	  for	  3	  
months	  

9.	   Efficiency	   $155K	  Annual	  
Rev/Employee	  

>	  $170K	  Annual	  
Rev/Employee	  

>$170K	  Annual	  
Rev/Employee	  

10.	   Valuation	  Multiple	  	   2.5	  -‐	  3.7X	  OP	   2.7	  –	  3.8X	  OP	   5X	  OP	  
 
It is interesting to note that the investment premium for publicly-traded companies over private 
companies operating in the same space is often attributed to the value associated with size and 
liquidity that an investor has with them since there is easy access to other buyers if desired. (Note 
the public markets account for relative risk, margin, growth and size in the market’s assessment 
of individual stock price.) 
 
Most business owners need to understand the existence of a “valuation gap” that often exists 
between buyer and seller. This difference is almost always because of the difference in emotion 
and perspective tied to both parties. The seller often looks at what he has put into the business 
and the buyer looks at what he can get out of it compared to other investment opportunities. If an 
owner does a good job at focusing business performance on providing maximum financial return, 
when the time comes for a transfer, he will be rewarded with a transaction that is not only higher 
value, but one that is more likely to close. 
 
The charts below describe the impact this value creation process can have on privately-held 
companies of various sizes given data from the industry sources referenced above. Note that 
while valuation multiples are fairly constant across the lower middle market between average 
and higher profit companies, and are independent of company size, actual valuations increase 
dramatically almost all due to margin improvement. 
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	   Figure	  6:	  	   Figure	  7:	  

  
 
The valuation model used in this study shows 
how much multiples offered by buyers over the 
last 18 months are more a function of 
investment risk than any other factor. The 
adjacent figure illustrates how buyers value 
risk over margin. When compared to the 
charts, a company with the same margin but 
low risk is worth about the same as a company 
about twice its size with average risk. 
	  

Figure	  8:	  Valuation	  Multiple	  Relationship	  
Operating	  Margin	  Vs	  Risk 

	  

Conclusion 
 
So what’s important to maximizing value? The old adage that in real estate there are only three 
things that really matter – Location, Location, Location – is simple and easy to understand. Of 
course, there are other factors that influence a buyer such as size, curb appeal and improvements. 
But with a business, what is important to a Financial Buyer is Size, Growth, Cash Flow and Risk.  
 
If you are seller, timing may be the most import factor, but nobody is going to pay for what you 
put into the business they will only pay for the value they perceive they can get out of it. Even 
most strategic buyers have their own unique reasons for how value can be assigned and is often 
related to either the growth or cost synergies that can be extracted from the acquired business as 
it is integrated into the owner’s existing operation. Strategic buyers may or may not share some 
of those synergies with the seller in the form of an increase purchase price. 
 
The good news is that based on the application of benchmarking and investment modeling for 
lower middle-market companies there is significant opportunity for owners to increase the value 
of their companies. If you have not undergone a business process re-engineering evaluation 
effort recently it might be time see what can be gained by getting some help in this area. There 
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are also a number of M&A professionals that can help you understand all the investment risks 
associated with your business today and how to minimize them in the future. 
 
Business Process optimization and “de-risking” the business are just two areas needed to move 
the business up the value chain from an Average Company to a Profit Leader and ultimately to a 
Value Leader. While the examples here are applied to manufacturing based businesses, the 
concepts are applicable to almost any industry. Conventional sports wisdom states that offense 
wins games but defense wins championships. In business, when it comes time to sell, profit 
leadership will get you a good price but a business with minimum risk will capture the ultimate 
premium. Doing both is an M&A grand slam! 
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